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In the Middle Ages, romance was a name that was attributed to a poetic work of a narrative nature. The reunion of the novels has shaped the rout of romance. Romanshiro da Inconfid'ncia tells the story of Conjura'o Mineira, a hideous movement of 1789 promoted by Brazilian settlers who intended to
make the region of Vila Rica (Minas Gerais) independent of the Portuguese. Success could lead to the use of golden wealth in the region itself, putting an end to the monetary bloodshed propagated by the capital's interests.  In Initial Speech, the narrator, assuming the first person, displays an imperative
sense of promulgation of rebellion that takes over the colony, which serves as an excuse for the work itself. From there, the story is divided into Scenarios, subject to the chronological order of events.  Thus, the first scenario frames the deployment of the gold rush in the region: the frantic search for metal,
the growing intervention of the authorities, the subsequent struggle of settlers against the established power (e.g., the revolution of 1720, led by Felipe dos Santos), the practice of smuggling and, finally, the active presence of slaves in the mining industry. The black talk eventually spawned the legend of
Chico Rey, the legendary black man who, enriched himself, devoted himself to buying the freedoms of others, and about Chick da Silva, the seductive girlfriend of a wealthy miner. This first part of the story ends with the birth of Tiradentes (1746). The second scenario is the city of Vila Rica. This part
depicts local life: the bucolic and peaceful poetry of Yerkadov coordinates the growth of the spirit of the uprising, which includes an increasing number of settlers. The hero of Tiradeentes, an animous ensign, and, at the same time, the one who becomes a traitor, Joaquim Silverio dos Reis, emerges.
Terror spreads, with the arrest of those involved. Fala aos pusill'nimes serves as the page of the indictment of traitors of all times and deals with the consequences of prisons: the suspicious death of the insecure electronic poet Claudio Manuel da Costa, Tomasz Antonio Gonzaga, author of the poems by
Marilia de Diraceu and The Abandonment, to which tiradentes the following scenario shows the deployment of Inconfid'ncia to its participants, emphasizing Gonzaga's relationship with Maria Joaquina, Maria of his poems: he marches in African exile while she suffers in Brazilian lands. The latter scenario
reports on the attitude of the Portuguese authorities responsible for punishing the rioters. It also tells the story of Marilia's death. The work ends with a tribute to the rebels (Talk to the dead insecure). About the author Cecilia Meireles is a good portrait of the poetry of his time. Excelled in resources of
symbolic aesthetics, creating a diffuse atmosphere to explore abstract themes - as many poets of the time did - have also taken more specific paths, such as those related to a social topic - which also crosses the work of many of his contemporaries. The importance of the bookIndiscier that it gives some
of the general meaning that the author imprinted on her work, the fact is that Romanceiro Inconfid'ncia became the most famous work of Cecilia Meireles. On the one hand, to present a clearer and more communicative language; on the other hand, to address an issue familiar to many readers. Either way,
it's great poetry. Speech analysis, which opens a book on the imperative necessity of singing, offers the concept of art as an instrument of the erternization of human action. Romancer suggests, with this proposal, a combative posture, against the accounts produced by official history - at least that built in
the period conjura. This confrontation takes place in two ways: first, because those who have official history can present themselves as traitors are seen here as heroes; secondly, because the narrative of his actions will be made from a lyrical point of view, not only actual - as is the case in Romantic X, in
which Infonfidence is considered from the point of view of the maiden: Donzelinya, donzelinya / from the big dark eyes, / Your relatives walk far, / on the mountains, on the rivers, / trying their luck in the mountains, / trying their luck in the mountains!  The famous historical event is approached from a
subjective point of view, in which the lyrical voice is confused with the actors or witnesses of this fact. The attractive function of the language is often investigated, that is, what is focused on the message receiver. We also emphasize the analogies created by the author. However, it is curious to see a
certain persistence of Manichean concepts - the very ones that usually underlie some productions of official historiography, generous to the creation of the heroes of the Motherland. Thus, in Romansiro, the image of the insecure is amplified as victims of political persecution and those anticipating the
independence of Brazil. In particular, the figure of Tiradentes acquires notoriety: even after his death there remains a libertarian idea, which implies the triumph of heroism. On the other hand, we have a stereotype of the villain in Joaquim Silverio dos Reis, a traitor to an insecure cause who deserves from
the romance of the same accusatory verve that will eventually get away from the story itself.  While these caveats can - and should - be made, it should always be remembered that the author's proposal will never produce a documentary but a lyrical work. This characteristic is proven by the persistence
with which the poetic voice takes the first person, explaining the subjective appearance more correct poetry that historiography. Thus, the book leads to more lyrical than ideological participation. The very wording of the work seems to confirm this bias: Cecilia saves some Arctic expressions, as it happens
in a Liv novel or an interrupted trousseau: Do you know about the shepherd, / what zagal / who walked in the meadow / the supernatural?. It should be remembered that many poets of Brazilian arcadeism were directly associated with Inconfid'ncia, as in the case of Claudio Manuel da Costa and Tomas
Antonio Gonzaga - both mentioned in romanceiro. Finally, it is important to note that the power of Cecilia Meireles's verses is transcendent, that is, beyond the time and space in question. The work, past and present dialogue is productive in order to highlight issues that concern not only the eighteenth
century Inconfid'ncia. After all, the book focuses on very pressing issues such as human ambition, the actions of traitors and the need to keep fighting against both. For example, Talk about the pusillny, which closes one part of the book, is addressed to traitors of all times, which include you, which speaks
of the present. Thus, Romance points to an isolated historical fact, but extends his reflections to the entire human history. Romance Inconfid'ncia is the main work written by Cecilia Meireles, lyrically depicting the events inconfid'ncia Mineira. There is a popular perspective, legendary tirades, the theme of
slavery and Arctic poets. Each novelist's text has influence and interpretation that deserve detailed analysis! In this article with a summary of Romanshiro da Inconfid'ncia de Cecilia Meireles, you will find: General Information: Technical FormO author and work: language, theme and literary
schoolsAbstract romance Inconfid'ncia Cecilia Meirelles analysis: historical context, relationship between them and interpretation Of the study of tests? Check out our free simulations that you can customize with the materials you need most! General information is important, especially if you do not have
much time to read the full work, know and remember the technical aspects that can guide you in reading the resume of Romansiro from The Confirencia de Cecilia Meireles. Newsletter: Title: Romance Inconfid'ncia Author: Cecilia Meireles Year Of Publication: 1953 Nationality: Brazilian Literary Genre:
Romancero de poemas Foco Narrativo: Mostly First-person Number of Pages: Options according to edition, but, on average, 270. PDF: Romantic book Inconfid'ncia Cecilia Meirelles Literary Movement: Second Stage of Modernism RomanceR Summary of Inconfid'ncia Cecilia Meirelles You understand
the unfolding story, we divide the narrative of the romance of abstract Inconfid'ncia Cecilia Meireles in blocks with themes of analysis to follow: About the author: Cecilia Meireles Cecilia Benevides de Carvalho Meireles was born in Rio de Janeiro as a child and was raised by her maternal grandmother.
She became a primary school teacher in 1917, and in 1919 published her first book of poems, Espectros, about the Parnassian trend.  From the books Viahem (1939) and Vaga Mesika (1942) Cecilia reached literary maturity, relying mainly on symbolism. However, her style is extremely personal and
unique, not allowing her to classify the work of a writer in a specific literary school.  In 1953, he launched the Romansiro da Inconfidence, one of the attractions of Brazilian social literature, in which he poetically recreates the saga of Tiradeentes and other uncertains in Minas Gerais of the eighteenth
century. His main works: Spectres (1919), Viagem (1939), Vaga Meika (1942), Mar Absato (1945), Retrato Natural (194 194 1 9), Romanshiro da Inconfid'ncia (1953), Metal Rosicler (1960), Solombra (1963) and Ou isto ou aquilo (1964). About work: Romanceiro da Inconfid'ncia Inspired by a visit to Ouro
Preto, Cecilia Meireles composed this poem of a social theme, depicting the struggle for freedom in 18th century Brazil during an episode of Inconfid'ncia Mineira and incorporating dramatic, epic and lyrical elements. Interest in the town of Uro Preto in the state of Minas Gerais is explained by the efforts of
modernists to restore the national past. In 1951, Carlos Drummond de Andrade (1902-1987) dedicated part of his Claro Enigma to the historic cities of Minas Gerais, and in 1954 Murilo Mendes (1901-1975) launches The Contemplation of Ouro Preto. Romance is a term used to refer to a set of novels and
a novel literary genre that deals with works of narrative and poetic character. It is considered to be Cecilia Meireles's most famous work for presenting a clearer and more communicative language and combating the subject, familiar to many readers, with this tone of social participation because of the
theme of the uprising. The meme and perspective of the speech that opens the book offers the idea of art as a tool of oving human action, suggesting a posture of conflict-fighting accounts of the official history of inconfid'ncia Mineira. First, he sees as heroes those who can be considered criminals;
secondly, the narrative is done from a lyrical point of view, not just from an actual point of view. This historical event fits subjectively, but still, some aspects already known are amplified: uncertain as political persecution and individuals anticipating The independence of Brazil and the treacherous villain of
the case. Finally, it is important to note that the verses go beyond the time and space presented. Cecilia manages to have a dialogue in the past and the present, dealing with very pressing issues such as human ambitions, the actions of traitors and the need to deal with both. Language and Writing In this
work cecilia meireles there are 85 novels in addition to other poems. In verses (metric) there is musicality, the use of symbols and sensory appeals, common characteristics in neo-symbolic poetry, even giving an air of mystery and faith in the inconsequential. Other poems use the largest and smallest
redondilha. It is a type of metric counting of verses that makes them with five poetic syllables (less) or family (more). This count was very common in the medieval novels of troubadour. It also ended up using some expressions of Arcadeism, a literary movement in force during the mountain inconfid'ncia.
As for rhymes, the author uses several types: rich and poor, perfect and imperfect, and in other poems sometimes there is neither that nor the irregular. However, since she is a contemporary author, Cecilia is not entirely about any of these models, but mixes them according to the intention and desired
poetic expression. Pay attention to these examples of excerpts below and try to identify the characteristics mentioned above: Ghosts descend from the hills, come souls from cemeteries: all ask for gold and silver, and extend heavy fists, but many iron handcuffs are produced notes that the characteristic of



timelessness is well portrayed, because the relentless search for gold (wealth) breeds greed, vanity and theft, general social evil at any time. There is also a strong presence of evocative tone that shows eager to seek meaning for facts: Oh noon confused, Twenty One April ominous, what intrigues of gold
and dreams was in your formation? Who condemns, judges and punishes? Finally, ambivalence is also something very real that is characteristic of the Baroque. These signs reflect the ambiguities that characterize the actions of man - hero and traitor, hatred and love, dagger and flower, good and bad,
wealth and suffering. Note in the initial statement: Below and on top of the ground gold will one day dry up. Every time a righteous man shouts, the executioner comes to shut him up. Maybe it sucks, stay alive, who is good, they're going to kill. (Romantics V) Warning: Note that the main characteristics of
the second phase of modernism are present: the author's freedom of expression without having to follow standards, social criticism and national themes. Therefore, it is possible that drinks from elements of other literary schools, especially those that have sprung up in opposition from rationalism and and
basis in subjectivism, because it is lyrical poetry. Historical context - Work against Reality Work was written in the midst of the second phase of modernism, known as Generation 30, was the period between 1930 and 1945. We have a troubled national political scene with Vargas and an international one
since World War II. As you can see, the author creates a bridge between its literally historical context and the historical context of the work narrative, which is Inconfid'ncia Mineira.  This connection of socially agitated scenarios can be interpreted as a way of bringing reflections into your time based on
historical events that have already occurred. The plot of the work and the separation of chapters it is impossible to establish a strict separation of Cecilia's texts, because often the narrative progresses or regresses, there are transitional poems made in spontaneous moments and with the interpolation of
the poet. However, one can draw a general plan of themes: 1-Environment and Context (novels I-XXIII) In the original speech, the narrator takes on the first person to manifest a sense of promulgation of rebellion. This entire first part functions as a legendary and folkloric reorganization of historical reality,
with the intense participation of the atmosphere of popular narratives. The first scenario depicts the deployment of the gold rush, the crazy pursuit of metal, the growing interference of the authorities, the struggle of settlers against the authorities, smuggling and the active presence of slaves in the mining
industry.  Then comes the legend of Chico-Rey, a black legend who got rich and bought the freedom of others. Also born was Chica da Silva, a seductive friend of a wealthy miner. This part ends with the birth of the Tyradnts (1746). 2-Articulation and Failure (novels XXI V-XL VH) These verses depict the
effective beginning of the articulation of the rebel movement against Lusitan oppression. The second scenario depicts the local life of Vila-Riki (formerly Ouro preto): there are references to the bucolic and peaceful poetry of the Erkadovs and the influence of the spirit of rebellion. Popular agitation is
spreading, there is a rise in liberal ideas and Tiradentes operates from the blunt outside, which has its image well poetized. The hero of Tiradeentes and, at the same time, the one who will become a traitor, Joaquim Silverio dos Reis, arises.  Finally, it ends with Joaquim Silverio's letter of denunciation
and repression of the central government, leading to the arrest of key participants.  Behind closed doors, by candlelight, some suggest, some refuse, some hear, some advise. If a spill is thrown, there is an elevator for sure. Are you running through these streets? Are you chopping off your heads? From
the top of the stairs, do you pronounce any arenga? What flag is unfolding? What figure or legend? Things from Freemasonry, Paganism or the Church? Teh Trinity? Genius breaking handcuffs? (Romantic XXIV or Flag of Uncertainty.) 3-Death of Claudius and Tiradentes (novels XLVIII-LXIV) In this part,
there are consequences of opening an attempted rebellion for its participants. Notable is the relationship of the famous poet-ocada Tomasz Antonio Gonzaga with Maria Joaquina, code names Orirceu and Marilia. He is exiled to Africa, and she suffers. There are also mysterious circumstances of the
death of the Arctic poet Claudio Manuel da Costa to serve as a reason for the rambling and it all ends with the tragic moment when Tiradeentes takes his steps as a convict going to the gallows. 4-Unhappiness gonzaga and Alvarenga Peixoto (novels LXV-LXXX) This piece depicts the context in which
Gonzaga lived in exile, his poems written, murmuring and distrust and the loss of his beloved Marilia. There is also a fierce confrontation between the portrait of Marilia and Giuliana de Mascarenhas, which rests her heart in Mozambique. 5-Conclusion and D. Maria 1 (novels LXXXI-LXXXV - Fala aos
Inconfidentes Mortos) This is the closing of Romanshiro da Inconfid'ncia, with some verses of weeping and drama, painfully reflecting the entire tragedy of Minas Gerais. This part is short.  D. Maria I was seen twenty years later, already in Brazil, and her famous madness is portrayed, suffering from what
she herself did to poets, soldiers and doctors Inconfid'ncia and her remorse led to her death. The work ends with a tribute to the rebels called Talk to the dead insecure. The thick gravel of human life... Black pride, naive audacity, and pretenses and cowardice (and cowardice!) go around in huge times - to
the relentless water of a huge time, running freely, with his gross suffering exposed, Parada noite, suspended in the fog: no, do not see the back beds ... But on the horizon of what is the memory of eternity, relate to the collision of ancient clocks, ancient facts, ancient people. And here we are all penitent,
listening in a fog of conformity, the submerged course of this stream of purgatory... Which of them fall, the crimes are exhausted, which of them grow, cleaned? Do you like our article with a summary of Romanshiro da Inconfid'ncia de Cecilia Meireles? Check out other articles from our blog and get ready
for Enem in the best way possible! You can also organize yourself with our training plan, the most complete on the Internet, and the best: completely free! We want to help you find IDEAL COLLEGE! Just below, do a course and city survey that will show you all the colleges that can serve you. We inform
the note about reduction, learning, MEC class, student evaluation, teaching methods and more. Try it now! Nwo! livro o romanceiro da inconfidencia. livro romanceiro da inconfidencia resumo. resumo do livro o romanceiro da inconfidencia. resumo do livro romanceiro da inconfidencia. resenha do livro
romanceiro da inconfidencia. ufpr sobre o livro o romanceiro da inconfidencia. questoes do livro romanceiro da inconfidencia. perguntas sobre o livro romanceiro da inconfidencia
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